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1 轻轻 輕輕 qīng qīng lightly; softly

2 贴近 貼近 tiē jìn to press close to; to snuggle close; intimate

3 你的 你的 nǐ de your; yours

4 耳朵 耳朵 ěr duo ear; Classifiers: 只 ; handle (on a cup)

5 莎朗 莎朗 shā lǎng

6 嘿 嘿 hēi hey

7 哟 喲 yō Oh! (interjection indicating slight surprise)

8 情话 情話 qíng huà terms of endearment; words of love

9 永远 永遠 yǒng yuǎn forever; eternal

10 不 不 bù (negative prefix); not; no; variant of 不 ; (negative prefix);
not; no

11 嫌 嫌 xián to dislike; suspicion; resentment; enmity; abbr. for 嫌犯 ,
criminal suspect

12 太多 太多 tài duō too much

13 对 對 duì
right; correct; couple; pair; towards; at; for; to face;
opposite; to treat (sb a certain way); to match together; to
adjust; to fit; to suit; to answer; to reply; classifier: couple

14 你 你 nǐ you (informal, as opposed to courteous 您 )

15 说 說 shuō
to speak; to say; to explain; to scold; to tell off; a theory
(typically the last character in a compound, as in 日心说
heliocentric theory); variant of 说

16 一 一 yī
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all;
throughout; "one" radical in Chinese characters (Kangxi
radical 1); also pr. [yao1] for greater clarity when spelling
out numbers digit by digit

17 全 全 quán all; whole; entire; every; complete; surname Quan

18 听 聽 tīng to listen; to hear; to obey; a can (loanword from English
"tin"); classifier for canned beverages
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19 二 二 èr two; 2; (Beijing dialect) stupid

20 给 給 gěi
to; for; for the benefit of; to give; to allow; to do sth (for sb);
(grammatical equivalent of 被 ); (grammatical equivalent of
把 ); (sentence intensifier)

21 你好 你好 nǐ hǎo hello; hi

22 的 的 de
of; ~'s (possessive particle); (used after an attribute); (used
to form a nominal expression); (used at the end of a
declarative sentence for emphasis); also pr. [di4] or [di5] in
poetry and songs

23 数 數 shǔ to count; to count as; to regard as; to enumerate (sb's
shortcomings)

24 到 到 dào to (a place); until (a time); up to; to go; to arrive; (verb
complement denoting completion or result of an action)

25 三 三 sān three; 3; surname San

26 爱你 愛你 ài nǐ

27 一个 一個 yī gè

28 四不 四不 sì bù

29 会 會 huì
can; to be possible; to be able to; will; to be likely to; to be
sure to; to assemble; to meet; to gather; to see; union;
group; association; Classifiers: 个 [ge4]; a moment (Taiwan
pr. for this sense is [hui3])

30 犯错 犯錯 fàn cuò to err; to make a mistake; to do the wrong thing

31 五 五 wǔ five; 5

32 不会 不會 bú huì
improbable; unlikely; will not (act, happen etc); not able;
not having learned to do sth; (coll.) (Tw) don't mention it;
not at all

33 啰嗦 囉嗦 luō suo long-winded; wordy; troublesome; pesky; also pr. [luo1
suo1]

34 每天 每天 měi tiān every day; everyday

35 为 爲 wèi because of; for; to; variant of 为 , because of; for; to
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36 打 打 dǎ
to beat; to strike; to hit; to break; to type; to mix up; to
build; to fight; to fetch; to make; to tie up; to issue; to shoot;
to calculate; to play (a game); since; from

37 也 也 yě also; too; (in Classical Chinese) final particle implying
affirmation; surname Ye

38 不错 不錯 bú cuò correct; right; not bad; pretty good

39 打开 打開 dǎ kāi to open; to show (a ticket); to turn on; to switch on

40 爱情 愛情 ài qíng romance; love (romantic); Classifiers: 个

41 手册 手冊 shǒu cè manual; handbook

42 就 就 jiù

at once; right away; only; just (emphasis); as early as;
already; as soon as; then; in that case; as many as; even
if; to approach; to move towards; to undertake; to engage
in; to suffer; subjected to; to accomplish; to take advantage
of; to go with (of foods); with regard to; concerning

43 在 在 zài (located) at; (to be) in; to exist; in the middle of doing sth;
(indicating an action in progress)

44 此刻 此刻 cǐ kè this moment; now; at present

45 唱 唱 chàng to sing; to call loudly; to chant

46 专属 專屬 zhuān shǔ to belong or be dedicated exclusively to; proprietary;
private; personal

47 情歌 情歌 qíng gē love song

48 要 要 yào
important; vital; to want; to ask for; will; going to (as future
auxiliary); may; must; (used in a comparison) must be;
probably; if

49 记得 記得 jì de to remember

50 想 想 xiǎng to think; to believe; to suppose; to wish; to want; to miss
(feel wistful about the absence of sb or sth)

51 做 做 zuò

to do; to make; to produce; to write; to compose; to act as;
to engage in; to hold (a party); to be; to become; to
function (in some capacity); to serve as; to be used for; to
form (a bond or relationship); to pretend; to feign; to act a
part; to put on appearance
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52 别 別 bié
to leave; to depart; to separate; to distinguish; to classify;
other; another; do not; must not; to pin; to stick (sth) in;
surname Bie

53 怕 怕 pà to be afraid; to fear; to dread; to be unable to endure;
perhaps; surname Pa

54 失败 失敗 shī bài to be defeated; to lose; to fail (e.g. experiments); failure;
defeat; Classifiers: 次

55 因为 因爲 yīn wèi because; owing to; on account of

56 有 有 yǒu to have; there is; there are; to exist; to be

57 我 我 wǒ I; me; my

58 陪 陪 péi to accompany; to keep sb company; to assist; old variant
of 赔

59 看 看 kàn
to see; to look at; to read; to watch; to visit; to call on; to
consider; to regard as; to look after; to treat (an illness); to
depend on; to feel (that); (after verb) to give it a try; Watch
out! (for a danger)

60 日落 日落 rì luò sundown; sunset

61 你等 你等 nǐ děng you all (archaic); see also 你们

62 雨 雨 yǔ rain; Classifiers: 阵

63 过 過 guò to cross; to go over; to pass (time); to celebrate (a holiday);
to live; to get along; excessively; too-; surname Guo

64 一起 一起 yì qǐ in the same place; together; with; altogether (in total)

65 完 完 wán to finish; to be over; whole; complete; entire

66 我们 我們 wǒ men we; us; ourselves; our

67 爱 愛 ài to love; to be fond of; to like; affection; to be inclined (to do
sth); to tend to (happen)

68 歌 歌 gē song; Classifiers: 支 ; to sing; variant of 歌

69 靠近 靠近 kào jìn near; to approach
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70 如果 如果 rú guǒ if; in case; in the event that

71 相遇 相遇 xiāng yù to meet; to encounter; to come across

72 几率 機率 jī lǜ probability; odds

73 亿 億 yì 100 million

74 万分之 萬分之 wàn fēn zhī

75 那么多 那麼多 nà me duō so much; so very much

76 请 請 qǐng to ask; to invite; please (do sth); to treat (to a meal etc); to
request

77 相信 相信 xiāng xìn to be convinced (that sth is true); to believe; to accept sth
as true

78 我的 我的 wǒ de my; mine

79 真真 真真 zhēn zhēn really; in fact; genuinely; scrupulously

80 真心 真心 zhēn xīn sincere; heartfelt; Classifiers: 片

81 比 比 bǐ
to compare; (followed by a noun and adjective) more {adj.}
than {noun}; ratio; to gesture; (Taiwan pr. [bi4] in some
compounds derived from Classical Chinese); Belgium;
Belgian; abbr. for 比利时

82 宇宙 宇宙 yǔ zhòu universe; cosmos

83 还 還 hái still; still in progress; still more; yet; even more; in addition;
fairly; passably (good); as early as; even; also; else

84 辽阔 遼闊 liáo kuò vast; extensive

85 我会 我會 wǒ huì

86 牵 牽 qiān to lead along; to pull (an animal on a tether); (bound form)
to involve; to draw in

87 着 着 zhe aspect particle indicating action in progress
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88 手 手 shǒu
hand; (formal) to hold; person engaged in certain types of
work; person skilled in certain types of work; personal(ly);
convenient; classifier for skill; Classifiers: 双

89 直到 直到 zhí dào until

90 全部 全部 quán bù whole; entire; complete

91 接受 接受 jiē shòu to accept; to receive

92 这 這 zhè this; these; (commonly pr. [zhei4] before a classifier, esp.
in Beijing)

93 一刻 一刻 yī kè

94 首 首 shǒu head; chief; first (occasion, thing etc); classifier for poems,
songs etc


